Evaluative meaning is frequently understood as a form of connotation, pertaining to single lexical items. However, the term has recently been applied also to longer stretches of text, spanning several words. The paper generally deals with the latter aspect and provides a corpus-driven analysis of several Slovene and English phrases that may appear semantically neutral, yet turn out to be heavily non-neutral in terms of their semantic properties. After a short introduction of the main approaches to the topic, including its dilemmas, the paper focuses on the L1-into-L2 translation of such strings, with particular emphasis on proper rendering of the evaluative meaning. While further research is warranted into the matter, the work presented here attests to the complex and ubiquitous nature of the Sinclairian extended unit of meaning.
Introduction
The evaluative part of meaning, perhaps the most elusive meaning component of all, successfully avoided the limelight of lexicological attention until 1993, when the term semantic prosody was first used by Louw (1993, 157) . He used it to refer to the fact that meaning in certain word combinations frequently spills over from one component to the other and frequently dominates the meaning of the entire combination. In order to clarify what we will talk about in this article let us use Stubbs's example (1995, 2) of the verb break out, which he found to often collocate with nouns such as violence, riots, war, sweat, disagreement, storm of protest. Obviously, there is a common semantic denominator present in all these nouns, which can be summed up as an unfavorable or unpleasant process. The spill-over of the negative meaning embodied in the nouns, it is claimed, has affected the verb break out, which can therefore hardly be used with inanimate nouns of a neutral or positive meaning disposition (the exceptions being peace with 40 hits and applause with 21, see figure 1 for top 20 collocating nouns in the Corpus of Contemporary American).
FIGURE 1. Top 20 collocating nouns preceding break out from COCA
The term semantic prosody is just one of many that has been used to refer to evaluative meaning; others include attitudinal meaning, pragmatic meaning, connotation, collocational prosody and discourse prosody. This variety of terminology is a reflection of two important facts: firstly, the topic means many things to many people, and secondly, because of its multi-faceted nature, the topic is hard to pin down in scientific terms. Rather than provide an in-depth survey of the numerous authors and their pros and cons in choosing their criteria and terminology, this introduction will focus on those that are most relevant to the approach applied in our study. For a comprehensive take 1 Corpus of Contemporary American (COCA), (Davies 2008 ), available at http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/. The term semantic prosody is just one of many that has been used to refer to evaluative meaning; others include attitudinal meaning, pragmatic meaning, connotation, collocational prosody and discourse prosody. This variety of terminology is a reflection of two important facts: firstly, the topic means many things to many people, and secondly, because of its multi-faceted nature, the topic is hard to pin down in scientific terms. Rather than provide an in-depth survey of the numerous authors and their pros and cons in choosing their criteria and terminology, this introduction will focus on those that are most relevant to the approach applied in our study. For a comprehensive take on the topic, the reader is best advised to turn to Stewart's monograph (2010) , and Šorli (2014) for a cross-linguistic view with special emphasis on lexicographical implications. 1 Corpus of Contemporary American (COCA), (Davies 2008 ), available at http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/.
TRANSLATION STUDIES
Although all the items of the nomenclature listed above are still in use, it is the term of semantic prosody that appears to be gaining ground in most current research and that will be used in this text as well.
Semantic Prosody

Clearing the Field
The role and significance of language corpora simply cannot be overstated in contemporary linguistics in general and lexicology in particular. before the advent of corpus linguistics many (or even all) phenomena of the real linguistic usage were no more visible than the tip of an iceberg. Some scholars were better than others at estimating (and frequently) guessing the size, shape and nature of whatever language-related problem they were observing. What is arguably the farthest-reaching consequence of large databases realistically mimicking language usage is the insight they yield into patterns of co-occurrence. The first kind of word combinations that was made palpable by language corpora was collocations. While it is true that they were announced as early as in the 1930s in the work of Porzig (1934) , and some two decades later 'discovered' and christened by Firth (1957) , it is largely undisputed that it was only John McHardy Sinclair in the late 1980s who was able to see the phenomenon of collocation as a whole. His editorial work on the first corpus-based EFL dictionary COBUILD (Sinclair 1987 ) was a pioneering breakthrough in several ways, and one of the key features of the COBUILD dictionary was precisely the much improved presentation and treatment of collocations in comparison to other EFL dictionaries of the time. What Sinclair had and Porzig and Firth did not is a computer loaded with a corpus and a set of software tools that enabled him to peek into it. The advent of corpus linguistics in the realm of EFL lexicography at the end of 1980s brought about revised or new editions of virtually all important dictionaries of the field, which have been corpus-based ever since: e.g. the 4th edition of the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English (Cowie 1989) , the 1st edition of the Cambridge International Dictionary of English (Procter 1995) and the 3rd edition of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Summers 1995) . but collocations were only the beginning: as corpora grew in size and accessibility, so did the degree of complexity and invisibility of discovered lexical patterns. While collocations can be seen as the basic patterns of language in use, a more abstract feature of a string of items can be "identified from the generalization across collocations" (Ellis, Frey, and Jalkanen 2009, 90) . This abstract feature has been dubbed semantic prosody and the concept itself has met with a wide response, not all of which has been favorable. One of the harshest criticisms came from Whitsitt (2005) , who described semantic prosody as a brainchild of overzealous corpus linguists, and also addressed both the lack of and the need for a firm methodological approach to the topic. One of the main points of Whitsitt's text refers to the issue whether semantic prosody is a phenomenon arising from a word's connotation (i.e. from the associative meaning of one word) or whether it is something that applies to the phrase as a whole. The view that connotation lies at the core of semantic prosody is supported by several scholars. Partington (2004, 136) , for one, has found evidence that the verb to happen "has a bad semantic prosody" and "is primed to occur with unpleasant events" as showcased in the examples below:
If an accident happens as a result of driving which deviates from the proper standard…
She then went to bed feeling more relaxed, but after a while felt unwell and was soon sick. This happened several times during the night.
According to Partington (2004) the verb to happen has suffered from being repeatedly used with nouns denoting unpleasant events and processes. The arising bad semantic prosody for him is thus the result of the spillover of the negative meaning of the collocating nouns (in the first example) and wider context (in the second example) and is in this respect close to connotation. We can observe a similar relationship with the Slovene prima facie translation equivalent verb zgoditi se that has the following top-10 list of nouns appearing as subjects : nesreča, čudež, krivica, incident, tragedija, preobrat, umor, katastrofa, rop, premik (Eng. accident, miracle, injustice, incident, tragedy, turn, murder, catastrophe, robbery, move/movement) . The list is dominated by negative nouns, but not every single noun is negative: it also includes three nouns that do not denote unpleasant events: čudež, preobrat, premik. The same applies to happen, where miracle and magic are also found among the top collocates. It is interesting to note, however, that in Slovene, zgoditi se is very different from its denotative near-synonym pripetiti se: the latter bears a much heavier burden of negative connotation arising from its combinations with nouns referring to negative or unpleasant events. The list of collocating nouns for pripetiti se is self-explanatory: nesreča, nezgoda, nerodnost, incident, dogodek, neprijetnost, spodrsljaj, nevšečnost, napaka, tragedija (Eng. accident, mishap, awkwardness, incident, event, discomfort, slip, inconvenience, mistake, tragedy) . The only neutral term in the list appears to be dogodek; however, even this one is in most cases preceded by the adjectives tragičen and neljub (Eng. tragic, undesirable) . In a similar manner Partington (2004, 133) has examined the semantic prosodies of several verbs belonging to the same semantic group (or in his terms "the happen words": happen, occur, come about, take place, set in) and has determined that they are about twice as likely to be used in negative contexts than in positive. Future work will show whether the Slovene verbs belonging to this semantic group all share the strongly dominant traits found in the above zgoditi se and pripetiti se (some that come to mind are primeriti se, dogoditi/dogajati se, prigoditi se, all expressing the same basic meaning to happen in English).
Unlike Partington, who sees semantic prosody as something related to the meaning (connotation) of a single word, there are numerous scholars who subscribe to a different point of view. Rather than a property of a word, in their view semantic prosody is construed as functional meaning that is phrasal in nature and related to the text it belongs to. Sinclair (1996 and , Louw (2000) , Hunston (2007) and Philip (2009) represent this line of reasoning, which will also be applied in our analysis below. It will be appreciated that semantic prosody frequently arises in the meaning forming process when the speaker wishes to add some color to his/her text that is not explicitly lexicalized: one way of achieving this is to select larger chunks of texts that contain the desired nuance in the form of pragmatic meaning. While some of this pragmatic meaning doubtlessly stems from connotation, we will attempt to show that semantic prosody is part of any communication and is present even when there is arguably no connotation to speak of. This in turn means that to uncover semantic prosody quite often wider co-text will have to be studied in order to establish the big picture of the entire communicative situation (Philip 2009 ). Semantic prosody can therefore only be studied in language that is doing what it is supposed to do -fulfilling the need to convey a message in real life. In structuralist terms semantic prosody is thus necessarily part of parole, while connotation forms part of an item's secondary meaning, is embedded in a speaker's mental lexicon and is psychological in nature, as observed by Šorli (2014, 113) . The latter claim is also reflected in the fact that connotation is not uniform across language users, but varies from speaker to speaker. On the other hand, semantic prosody relies on convention to a much larger degree and as Philips (2009, 15) observes "novel, unfamiliar and/or idiosyncratic phrases cannot exploit a semantic prosody because semantic prosodies are tied to recurrent patterns, and novel phrases by definition have none" (my emphasis).
TRANSLATION STUDIES
Rather bad than good?
In line with the above observations of semantic prosodies of the verbs happen and zgoditi se it would be possible to speculate that communicating bad news is more important to the human race than relating good news is: a quick glance at the news headlines at any time is very likely to reveal items similar to those found on the guardian's homepage : crash, arrest, risk, sinister, threat, cancer (http://www.theguardian.com/uk, 25 March 2015) . Partington (2004, 144) seems to concur with this by positing that members of our species may "have a greater tendency or need to communicate to each other the 'bad things' which happen in life and this could be reflected in texts". Possibly this bias to the negative side of the spectrum could even be traced back to the origins of language in humans, when the so-called homo loquens emerged as it is estimated by anthropological linguists anywhere between 100,000 bC and 30,000 bC. The importance of speech development is seen by many researchers as crucial in raising the chances of survival of the species, because it made possible the extension, structuring and maintenance of social relationships for large populations (Lefebvre, Cohen, and Comrie 2013, 82) . Arguably communication of bad or threatening situations was a top priority for our forebears, and the ability of early humans to transmit such information from one generation to the next represented a quantum leap in terms of species development. Stretching the analogy of DNA in Morley and Partington (2009) , 2 this could explain how the evaluative element became an essential part of the DNA of any language on the planet and it should not come as a surprise that mostly items sharing negative semantic prosody have been discovered and researched so far. However, it remains to be seen whether future research will provide a more satisfactory and deeper grounded explanation of the negative dominance observed in semantic prosody so far, until then these ideas should be taken purely hypothetically.
Whatever the origins of the negative tendency of semantic prosody may be, the tendency is reflected in lexical items that have so far been studied in relation to semantic prosody (McEnery, Xiao, and Tono 2006, 84) . The items can be summed up as being predominantly (but not exclusively) negative : happen, set in, cause, commit, peddle, peddler, dealings, end up verbing, a recipe for, get oneself verbed, fan the flame, signs of, ripe for, underage, teenager(s) , sit through, bordering on. The list of items showing negative semantic prosody was expanded by Šorli (2012) : situation, to equate and the grass is greener. The list is far shorter on the other end of the spectrum: so far only provide and career have been shown to have positive semantic prosody. There are estimates that negative semantic prosody is about twice as frequent as the positive (Louw 1993) . However, this ratio may turn out to be much higher in favor of the negative side and remains to be attested in future work.
Translation and Semantic Prosody
The difficult task of coping with semantic prosody in the translation process has been addressed several times in the last decade. When one considers that English is the language where the phenomenon was first discovered, it is hardly surprising that in all translation-oriented studies conducted so far it is featured as one of the languages. Here is my attempt at an updated (but not exhaustive) list of works, which deal with English and another language:
• Italian: Partington (1998) , Tognini-bonelli (2001) , and Philip (2003) The focus of the above studies covers a wide range, from establishing differences in prosodies across near-synonyms, to questioning translator awareness of the issue of semantic prosody. Two of these (Kübler and Volanschi 2012; bayón garcía 2013) deal with changes in semantic prosody not only across languages, but also changes that have been reported in LgP and LSP (language for general and special purposes, respectively). For instance, Kübler and Volanschi (2012) analyzed the English verb to commit in LgP and compared it to its French face-value translation equivalent commettre. In the LSP domain their objective was to test whether the well-documented negative semantic prosody of the English to cause and its French counterpart can also be detected in comparable LSP corpora. They have found that semantic prosody is very likely to undergo a smoothing process both in translation (English into French), as well as in passing from LgP to LSP. Also, they have confirmed Hunston's observation (2007) that in LSP semantic prosody is limited to effects on human beings (e.g. in LSP "may cause lateral motion" is smoothed to "peut générer des mouvements latéraux", but with humans "eruptions have caused deaths" remains "[eruptions] avaient causé des morts"; Kübler and Volanschi 2012, 130) . Another interesting finding is the translator's awareness of an item's LgP-based semantic prosody, which may lead to over-cautious prosody-smoothing translations when that item is used in LSP discourse.
Rather than LSP-related issues, in the coming section we will be looking at LgP in translation from Slovene into English. In particular, we will focus on lexical items (or rather extended units of meaning) that at first glance have no obvious semantic prosody, yet are not selected randomly in the discourse, as will be shown.
Methodology
The Slovene items were queried and analyzed in the Fidaplus corpus, containing 738 million words collected between 1990 and 2006 (freely available at http://www.fidaplus.net). In order to analyze the collocational behavior of selected items the Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al. 2014, henceforth SkE, available at http://the.sketchengine.co.uk/) software package was used. Crosschecking of less frequent Slovene items was done in the larger and more up to date Gigafida corpus of 1.2 billion words collected between 1990 and 2011 (freely available at http://www.gigafida.net).
On the English side queries were run in the 450 million Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies 2008 , henceforth COCA, available at http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/).
The analysis of meaning of Slovene and English items is based on the five-component model as proposed by Philip (2009) and applied by Šorli (2014) . Philip has expanded Sinclair's (1998) quadripartite model of the extended unit of meaning. The four Sinclairian components of the model are collocation, colligation, semantic preference and semantic prosody, to which Philip has added a fifth category, namely that of semantic association (2009, 4) . However, the category of semantic association has only been analysed in Slovene units, and no attempt was made to determine it in their English counterparts. The reason for this one-sidedness is clear from the very definition of semantic association, which is according to Philip (2009, 4) "describing secondary 199 TRANSLATION STUDIES meanings -associations, evaluation and connotations -which are fundamentally psychological in nature and therefore not necessarily shared by all members of a speech community". As a nonnative speaker of English I am in no position to make any claims in this respect and will therefore refrain from doing so. To avoid any confusion, let it be clarified that Sinclair also mentions five elements in his work (1998, 14) , one of which, however, is the core item itself. A detailed explanation of the components is given in Philip (2009) . Space constraints do not permit more than an outline of semantic preference and semantic prosody.
Semantic preference can be broadly defined as the fact that some lexical items predominantly occur in patterns with other items belonging to a certain semantic field. Philip used the example to catch in the act and determined its semantic preference for the semantic field of "law-breaking, esp. theft; breaking of moral/professional codes of conduct" (Philip 2009, 9) .
The fourth Sinclairian component of the unit of meaning is semantic prosody. It refers to the attitudinal or pragmatic function and is seen as crucial in the speaker's motivation for making the utterance in the first place. Semantic prosody and the core item itself are the obligatory parts of the unit of meaning, while the others are optional (Sinclair 1998, 15) and may or may not be present. To refer once again to Philip's example of catch in the act, she discovered the semantic prosody of "gloating over reported discovery of wrongdoing in progress; anticipation of the perpetrator's downfall" (2009, 9).
Results
Example: lahko + primeriti (310 Hits, 0.42 per Million Words in Fidaplus)
The first extended unit consists of the modal adverb lahko (Eng. may/can/could) followed by the reflexive verb lemma primeriti se (Eng. to happen/occur) in a window of up to 3 words. In terms that occur unexpectedly, according to Slovar Slovenskega Knjižnega Jezika, the largest dictionary of Slovene. 
Primož Jurko Evaluative Meaning in Translation
of denotation the verb primeriti se is used to express events that occur unexpectedly, according to Slovar Slovenskega Knjižnega Jezika, the largest dictionary of Slovene.
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As far as collocation is concerned the top nouns co-occurring with the unit are zmešnjava, spodrsljaj, tlak, trup, zagon (Eng. mess/confusion, slip-up, pressure, trunk, momentum).
In terms of colligation the following patterns were observed:
• predominantly introduces an object clause (e.g. Kajti kaj hitro se lahko primeri, da domnevni (aretirani) storilec…) • frequently preceded by the intensifier kaj (Eng. quite) and a personal pronoun in the dative (e.g. Sicer se nam kaj lahko primeri neokusno prodajanje zgodb…) • frequently preceded by bi (Engl. would/could) in past conditional statements (e.g. sicer bi se lahko primerila nesreča še komu).
Semantic preference of the unit arising from its collocates alone is rather vague: only the top two collocating nouns have a common semantic denominator, which is that of an undesirable event. However, quite frequently the collocators do not tell the whole story: as indicated above, for deeper insight into semantic properties of the unit one often has to consider longer stretches of co-text. After digging deeper into context it was found that a vast majority (85%) of all occurrences in the corpus refer to an unfavorable event or process. Therefore we have posited a semantic preference of an 'unfavorable event or process'.
Semantic association of lahko+primeriti se has been determined as 'an unpleasant or undesirable event that is possible' in utterances with a future reference. In utterances with a past time reference (evidenced as one of the most frequent colligation patterns -past conditionals) semantic association is that of 'an unpleasant or undesirable event that was (narrowly) avoided'. In order for the semantic association to reveal itself it was often necessary to examine quite long passages of co-text, since the limited space in a concordance line made it impossible to determine whether the author used the unit favorably, neutrally or unfavorably. Sometimes, however, the decision may depend on one's system of personal values even after consulting the big picture, which can be appreciated from the example below:
Eno takih vprašanj je zagotovo referendumska propaganda, ki ni posebej urejena in potemtakem tudi financiranje ni omejeno ali celo prepovedano, kot na primer velja za financiranje volitev. Zato bi se lahko primerilo, hipotetično, da bi tudi skupina dobro organiziranih lezbijk iz tujine prispevala denar za referendum, na katerem bo odločeno, ali naj imajo ali ne pravico do umetne oploditve tudi zdrave ženske brez moža ali zunajzakonskega partnerja.
(Eng. One of these issues is referendum propaganda, which is not subject to any particular regulations or limitations or even bans in terms of financing, quite unlike election propaganda. So, hypothetically, it could happen that a group of well-organized lesbians from abroad would finance a campaign for a referendum on the right of single women to in-vitro fertilization.)
Semantic prosody of the unit is closely related to its semantic association. (Eng. god forbid that you should walk under or even lie in the shade of durian trees when their fruit is ripe, for it can occur that one of these heavyweight maces falls right on your head.)
Summary of lahko+pripetiti se:
Collocation: zmešnjava, spodrsljaj, tlak, trup, zagon.
Colligation: introduces object clause; preceded by kaj and a personal pronoun in the dative; preceded by bi in past conditionals.
Semantic preference: unfavorable events.
Semantic association: an unpleasant or undesirable event that is possible or was avoided.
Semantic prosody: warning of a possible/avoided unfavorable event.
English Translation Candidates: may/can/could + happen/ occur
The first choice for the Slovene translator to make is between the verbs happen and occur, respectively. Most monolingual English college-size dictionaries define one in terms of the other (cf. reputable online sources like The free dictionary, 4 while a good EFL dictionary (e.g. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, 5th ed.) will also tell you that both are used to express unplanned events, that occur is more formal and part of the academic vocabulary, while happen is preferred in everyday English. In actual fact, happen is about three times as frequent as occur in COCA (roughly 200,000 to 60,000 hits). This situation of having verbs with the same denotation, but different style (i.e. one quite common, the other rather formal) and frequency, appears to be very close to what we have in Slovene: zgoditi se is the common, (about 45 times!) more frequent one, while primeriti se is arguably more formal and virtually inexistent outside of written texts.
5 However, as frequently happens, if something looks too good to be true, it usually is.
Combinations with occur
As far as collocation goes, there is considerable overlap between the combinations involving three different modal verbs. The tables below give you a comparison of the top five collocating nouns that precede may, can and could occur in a window of 4 words. The top two collocates are the same regardless of the modal verb: change and problem, followed by event, effect, injury, error, complication, learning, scenario, damage, possibility .
Colligation of the unit shows the following dominant patterns:
• sentence opening position (e.g. These changes can occur rapidly, so it is important to recognize which lake and food web characteristics influence);
• sentence closing position (e.g. I asked Peggy to speculate about why various levels of alignment may occur.);
• often precedes prepositions (e.g. Genocide could occur in Nazi Germany because part of the population...).
In terms of semantic preference no firm conclusions could be drawn, although a number of collocates do share the semantic component of an undesirable event: problem, injury, error, complication, damage. As a counter example there is the entirely positive learning, as well as several neutral-sounding nouns: change, event, effect, scenario, possibility. However, if the list of collocating nouns is expanded, it is impossible to miss nouns referring to medical conditions: death, infection, cancer, behavior, symptom, disease. Therefore we have established a semantic preference of 'undesirable events and medical conditions'.
When it comes to semantic prosody of the unit there are two possibilities that depend on the preceding modal: one is represented by the may/can occur combination, which has the prosody of 'an explanation for an unfavorable event beyond the speaker's control' (cf. examples above).
The second is the combination could occur, which is notably different in terms of semantic prosody. Largely owing to its future time reference, we have posited a semantic prosody of 'a warning of a possible unfavorable event in the future', which is evident in practically all concordances in Figure 3 below.
Summary of may/can/could + occur:
Collocation : change, problem, event, effect, injury, error, complication, learning, scenario, damage, possibility. Colligation: sentence opening or closing position.
Semantic preference: undesirable events and medical conditions.
Semantic prosody: with may/can: an explanation for an unfavorable event beyond one's control; with could: warning of a possible unfavorable event in the future.
TRANSLATION STUDIES
In the continuation we will look at combinations with happen, the more frequent verb of the two.
Combinations of may/can/could + happen
Collocation patterns across the three combinations reveal at first glance the same collocating lemma: thing (see Table 2 ). A closer second look shows that the collocation with thing in any of the three combinations grossly outweighs all other collocators combined: in total, thing is found to precede 60% of all occurrences (872 of 1460), while the second most frequent collocator is lot and accounts for only 3% of all occurrences (48). The rest of the list shows very little overlap: lot and way appear in columns of can and could, respectively. However, way does not figure as a subject in any of the occurrences, in the same way as reason is never the subject of may happen: both nouns are merely used to express circumstances for something to happen as is the case in the examples below:
The only way that could happen is if the kids could take over a space…
There are two reasons this may happen.
An even more frequent type of collocator than the noun was the group of pronouns what, that and this: combined, they account for more occurrences (2068) than nouns (1460).
In terms of colligation the following patterns were found to be dominant:
• sentence final position for can happen (... was faring very poorly relative to Michael Dukakis until August, so a lot can happen.); semantic prosody. Largely owing to its future time reference, we have posited a semantic prosody of 'a warning of a possible unfavorable event in the future', which is evident in practically all concordances in figure 3 below. Collocation : change, problem, event, effect, injury, error, complication, learning, scenario, damage, possibility. Colligation: sentence opening or closing position.
In the continuation we will look at combinations with happen, the more frequent verb of the two. • short sentence structures with that (That may happen to some.);
• questions with could happen (What's the worst thing that could happen?);
• adverbials of time following a lot can/could happen (A lot can happen in a year.).
When it comes to semantic preference of the unit no firm conclusions could be drawn from the list of collocating nouns. What does stand out, however, is the fact that the top collocating noun thing (semantically quite vague or even empty) is preceded by an adjective in the superlative in over 40% of all cases (quite obviously, perhaps, the most frequent being worst and best, respectively). This could lead to a tentative and rather vague semantic preference of 'evaluative adjective in the superlative'.
Turning to the pragmatic part, i.e. semantic prosody, the question is what do speakers want to express when they choose these word combinations? In the case of may happen the answer has to be a 'warning of a possible unfavorable event in the future'.
Semantic prosody of can/could happen is different: despite the predominant occurrence of the phrase the worst thing that could happen, the prosody is not that of a warning as above, but rather a 'realistic evaluation of a possible future development'. The speakers seem to be weighing the options at hand from either a pessimistic or an optimistic point of view, frequently to give the addressee (or themselves) a mental boost or support, like in the examples from COCA below:
I don't know the worst thing that can happen in life, but it wouldn't be losing those things.
The worst thing that can happen is I fail and come back.
However, when one looks at combinations with the second most frequent collocator, i.e. the noun lot, the semantic prosody of this unit is again that of a 'warning of a possible unfavorable event in the future'. Consider the random concordances in Figure 4 , which all seem to have the 'warning' prosody.
I don't know the worst thing that can happen in life, but it wouldn't be losing those things.
However, when one looks at combinations with the second most frequent collocator, i.e. the noun lot, the semantic prosody of this unit is again that of a 'warning of a possible unfavorable event in the future'. Consider the random concordances in figure  4 , which all seem to have the 'warning' prosody. 
Translation Considerations: Slovene into English
The following lines offer a discussion of translation options with respect to the observed semantic prosody of the examined units. As a starting point let us look at these raw facts again:
• primeriti se is more formal and 45 times less frequent than zgoditi se in contemporary Slovene
• to occur is more formal and 3 times less frequent than to happen in contemporary English
The unit we examined consists of the Slovene adverb lahko (denoting possibility or permission) and the verb primeriti se. At first glance the units lahko+primeriti se and may/can/could occur seem like a good pair of translation equivalents because of the roughly matching semantic preferences of unfavorable events (Slo. zmešnjava, spodrsljaj, napaka vs. Eng. problem, injury, error) . Another strong point is the partly equivalent semantic prosody of a 'warning of a possible unfavorable event'. Indeed, many instances of Slovene concordances from Figure 2 can thus be successfully translated (lines 2, 9 and 10): (1) a broad range of options is possible (frequently signaled by Slo. marsikaj), (2) there is a preceding superlative adjective, and (3) the object in the dative is explicitly stated an arguably better translation can be achieved by using happen (lines 3, 5 and 8 in Figure 2 To sum up the provisional guidelines: translation with may/can/could occur is appropriate in most cases when the unfavorable event is narrowed down by the context or has been previously defined. On the other hand, whenever a rather general unfavorable event is possible, and the preceding adjectives in the superlative, the translator is best served by picking happen.
Primož Jurko Evaluative Meaning in Translation
It is my teaching experience that Slovene translation students at university level tend to strongly favor the verb happen in their translations of primeriti se. The obvious reason for this appears to be the higher frequency. However, another important factor may well be its colligation pattern. The Slo. primeriti se can take an object in the dative:
To se lahko primeri vsakomur. In this respect a translation with happen is quite natural because it is far more frequently (about 50 times, according to COCA) found to precede an indirect object than occur (which, in turn, is not too surprising given that occur to somebody has the additional meaning of 'think of something'). both factors combined undoubtedly account for the student's preference of happen over occur even in cases where the latter is a better choice, e.g.
Lahko se primeri, da otrok ne bo sposoben preiti na novo nalogo...
It may occur that a child is not able to switch to the new task...
Conclusion
Despite the observed differences in the semantic prosodies of the English translation equivalents, it is a valid point that regardless of the translator's choice, the message of the source language text will be conveyed in the target language. In our case of the Slovene lahko+primeriti se and its English translation candidates may/can/could+occur/happen the basic meaning survives because the two verbs are so close in their respective denotations. So, what is the worst thing that can happen to a translation in the case of mismatched semantic prosodies? The main sacrifice is that of naturalness and fluidity of the target language text. While one can argue over the importance of accuracy of translation, it is also clear that disregarding pragmatic meaning in general and semantic prosody in particular can have disastrous consequences. Consider the examples:
Negotiations eventually escalated into lasting peace.
Everybody was having great fun, but the celebration was far from over.
While the first sentence can be expected to get the message across (one could also say the error is simply a wrong collocation), in the second sentence the effect is an awareness that something bad would follow. but what if the original was the following?
Vsi so se krasno zabavali, zabava pa še zdaleč ni bila končana.
Hence, semantic prosody really does matter. The consequences of mishandling it in translation are often not as dramatic as in the example above, but it is always there and should never be overlooked or ignored.
